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Constituents

“The effectiveness of information visualization hinges on
two things: its ability to clearly and accurately represent
information and our ability to interact with it to figure out
what the information means.”

S. Few, Now you see it

Two key aspects of data visualization
Representation
Interaction
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Interaction
Why interact?
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1. Select
2. Explore
3. Reconfigure
4. Encode
5. Abstract/Elaborate
6. Filter
7. Connect

TVCG (InfoVis) ‘07

Intent



Interaction
How do we interact? Traditional – Desktop: keyboard, mouse 
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Things have changed….



An Alternate Interaction Experience
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Iron Man 2

(2010)
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We're not quite there yet

Let's take some steps in that direction
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How can we bring datavis to tablet computers?
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DataVis on tablets

Challenges
Limited real estate
Small visual elements to select
“Fat finger” problem
Lack of keyboard input
Lack of mouse hover
Occlusion
…



Ramik Sadana

http://www.cc.gatech.edu/gvu/ii/touch/
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Tangere: Bring traditional infovis charts to the tablet
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Start with a scatterplot
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Integrate with multiple views
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Two key goals: Simplicity & Consistency
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AVI '14 EuroVis '16
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Advanced Selections
Replace vs. Add-To
Select region from axis

WIMP: Shift-select, Control-select
Tablet:  ???
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Clutch
Use non-dominant hand as modifier
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ISS '16
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Evaluation
How does one evaluate such techniques & systems?

Advocate:  A "discovery" based approach
No training or tutorials
Set of benchmark tasks to perform
Three primary metrics:

Discoverability
Initial utility
Ease of learning & ease of use
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Compared Tangere to Tableau's Vizable

Within-subjects, alternate ordering
16 participants, 20 minutes per tool
Two product sales data sets
12 benchmark tasks
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Some Results
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arXiv '18
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Ramik's PhD thesis
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How can we bring datavis to tablet computers?

Why just touch?



How about speech & NLI?

Multimodal interaction

Just touch?

What would people say to a visualization?
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Operations

Find Nodes

Find Connections

Find Path

Filter Nodes

Color Nodes

Size Nodes

Interface Actions



Operations

Find Nodes

Find Connections

Find Path

Filter Nodes

Color Nodes

Size Nodes

Interface Actions



Orko
http://www.cc.gatech.edu/gvu/ii/naturalvis/

Arjun Srinivasan

30

Network of European soccer players
Edges: Club or country connection
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Find Connections

Target

“Show Ronaldo’s connections”

Target

Example Operation:



Explicit

Contextual
& Follow-up

High-level

Find Ronaldo’s connections.
Show connections between Pogba and Bale.
Highlight the shortest path from Evra to Kroos.
Color by position.
Size nodes by betweenness centrality.
Only show German forwards.
...

Are any of these players right footed?
Filter by this player’s club.
Show connections of these players.
Color nodes by country > Now club > How about position?
Show German strikers with more than 30 goals > How

about French strikers?
...

How are France and Italy connected?
Players from which countries tend to play more with clubs in 

the same country?
Find interesting clusters of players.
Modify the network to focus on English players.
...
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Explicit

Contextual
& Follow-up

High-level

Find Ronaldo’s connections.
Show connections between Pogba and Bale.
Highlight the shortest path from Evra to Kroos.
Color by position.
Size nodes by betweenness centrality.
Only show German forwards.
...

Are any of these players right footed?
Filter by this player’s club.
Show connections of these players.
Color nodes by country > Now club > How about position?
Show German strikers with more than 30 goals > How

about French strikers?
...

How are France and Italy connected?
Players from which countries tend to play more with clubs in 

the same country?
Find interesting clusters of players.
Modify the network to focus on English players.
...



Show nodes connected to Ronaldo

Show Ronaldo's connections.
Find players linked to Ronaldo.
Highlight players who play with Ronaldo.
Which players play in the same team as Ronaldo?
Show nodes directly connected to Ronaldo.
Find nodes adjacent to Ronaldo.
Show Ronaldo's teammates.
Who all is Ronaldo directly connected to?
Find players with a direct link to Ronaldo.
Find direct connections of Ronaldo.
…

But it’s even trickier…
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TVCG '18  (InfoVis '17)
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Only soccer?

Generalize for all data and domains
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Descriptive Task/Utterance Framework

Visualization-related

Data-related

System control-related

Generating Visualizations

Visualization-specific interactions

Formatting visualizations

High-level questions

Low-level tasks

Natural Language Interaction with Visualizations
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1. Visualization-related
Add a visualization or modify an existing one

Generating Visualizations

Visualization-specific interactions

Formatting visualizations
Change coloring of European countries to blue.
Show a y-axis label.

Sort by average unemployment.
Select the largest bar in the histogram.
Show only eastern Europe.
Zoom in to Spain.

Add a scatterplot of unemployment versus GDP.
Show me medals for hockey and skating by country.
Display a map of crimes in the northern half of the city.
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2. Data-related
Asking a question about the data being visualized

High-level questions

Low-level analytical operations
What is the range of MPG?
Which country had the most outbreaks?
How many transactions occurred before 9am?

Is there a seasonal trend for bike usage?
What is the best time to produce decaffeinated coffee?
Which of these stocks should I buy?
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3. System control-related
Controlling the operations of the system and user interface

Move this window to the top right corner.
Can you close the line graph for me?
Help, what can I ask now?
Go back a step.
What other chart can I look at?
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EuroVis '17
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How can we bring datavis to tablet computers?

Why just touch?

How can we leverage multimodal interaction to its fullest potential
to support a more fluid and free-form data exploration experience?



DataBreeze

Bongshin LeeArjun Srinivasan

Multimodal 
Interaction

Flexible Unit
Visualizations

https://arjun010.github.io/individual-projects/databreeze.html
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Name Control Expenditure Median Debt SAT Average …

Harvard University Private 47083 7500 1501 …

Stanford University Private 88200 11500 1466 …

University of California-
Berkeley

Public 18072 14480 1350 …

Princeton University Private 48021 7500 1495 …

University of California-
Los Angeles

Public 38489 15200 1289 …

Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology

Private 58223 13000 1503 …

Georgia Institute of 
Technology

Public 13939 20750 1352 …

… … … … … …

What are unit visualizations?

Universities dataset
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DataBreeze in action



Design Challenges in Supporting Free-
form Data Exploration with DataBreeze
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Supporting Global & Local Changes
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Triggering Voice Input

Explicit Implicit53



Preemptive
Command Suggestions

Post-hoc
Command Suggestions

Discoverability
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Preemptive
Command Suggestions

Post-hoc
Command Suggestions
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DataBreeze UI
I/O

Manager

Multimodal 

Fusion Engine

Pen/Touch 

Handler

NL 

Interpreter
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DataBreeze UI
I/O

Manager

Multimodal 

Fusion Engine

Pen/Touch 

Handler

NL 

Interpreter
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{

Operation:

Parameter:

Target:

}

Move

(x, y)

New England

“Bring the New England 

schools here”

DataBreeze UI
I/O

Manager

Multimodal 

Fusion Engine

Pen/Touch 

Handler

NL 

Interpreter
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{

Operation:

Parameter:

Target:

}

{

-

-

-

}

DataBreeze UI
I/O

Manager

Multimodal 

Fusion Engine

Pen/Touch 

Handler

NL 

Interpreter
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{

Operation:

Parameter:

Target:

}

{

-

-

-

}

DataBreeze UI
I/O

Manager

Multimodal 

Fusion Engine

Pen/Touch 

Handler

NL 

Interpreter

“Bring the New England schools here”
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{

Operation:

Parameter:

Target:

}

{

-

-

New England

}

DataBreeze UI
I/O

Manager

Multimodal 

Fusion Engine

Pen/Touch 

Handler

NL 

Interpreter

Region: New England

Keyword: here

Gesture: Point

“Bring the New England schools here”
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DataBreeze UI
I/O

Manager

Multimodal 

Fusion Engine

Pen/Touch 

Handler

NL 

Interpreter

Region: New England

Keyword: here

Gesture: Point
{

Operation:

Parameter:

Target:

}

{

Move

(x, y)

New England

}

“Bring the New England schools here”
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DataBreeze UI
I/O

Manager

Multimodal 

Fusion Engine

Pen/Touch 

Handler

NL 

Interpreter

Region: New England

Keyword: here

Gesture: Point
{

Operation:

Parameter:

Target:

}

{

Move

(x, y)

New England

}

“Bring the New England schools here”
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TVCG '21
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Evaluating Natural Language Interfaces & Systems

Challenging
How much training?
Participant's data or synthetic data?
How to frame tasks?
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IEEE Computer Graphics & Applications '20
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How can we bring datavis to tablet computers?

Why just touch?

How can we leverage multimodal interaction to its fullest potential
to support a more fluid and free-form data exploration experience?

Can we provide this natural language capability to other 
visualization developers?
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NL4DV: A Toolkit for Generating Analytic Specifications for Data 
Visualization from Natural Language Queries

Arjun SrinivasanArpit Narechania

Name Control Expenditure Debt SAT

Harvard Private 47083 7500 1501

Stanford Private 88200 11500 1466

Berkeley Public 18072 14480 1350

Princeton Private 48021 7500 1495

UCLA Public 38489 15200 1289

MIT Private 58223 13000 1503

Georgia Tech Public 13939 20750 1352

… … … … …

+
"Is SAT correlated with expenditures?"

https://nl4dv.github.io/nl4dv/

{'attributeMap': {
'Expenditure': {

'name': 'Expenditure',
'queryPhrase': ['expenditure'],

'inferenceType': 'explicit',

'isAmbiguous': False,

'ambiguity': []},

'SAT Average': {

'name': 'SAT Average',

'queryPhrase': ['sat'],

'inferenceType': 'explicit',

'isAmbiguous': False,

'ambiguity': []}},

'taskMap': {'correlation': 

'attributes': ['Expenditure', 'SAT Average'],

'inferenceType': 'implicit'}]},

'followUpQuery': False,

'contextObj': None}



User 

Interface
Utterance

Visualization 

Recommendation

Query

Processing

Attributes, 

Values, Tasks

Rendering

NL4DV

Pipeline for Natural Language-based
Data Visualization Tools

+
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1. Create a histogram showing distribution of IMDB ratings

2. Show average gross across genres for science fiction and fantasy movies

3. Visualize rating and budget



{

“attributeMap”: {…},

“taskMap”: {…},

“visList”: […]

}

+
Utterance

1

Query

Parsing

Attribute

Inference

Task

Inference

Visualization 

Recommendation

2 3 4
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{

“attributeMap”: {…},

“taskMap”: {…},

“visList”: […]

}

1

Query

Parsing

Attribute

Inference

Task

Inference

Visualization 

Recommendation

2 3 4

“Show the correlation between budget and rating for Action 
and Adventure movies that grossed over 100M.”

IMDB 

Movies

+
Utterance
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{

“attributeMap”: {…},

“taskMap”: {…},

“visList”: […]

}

+
Utterance

1

Query

Parsing

Attribute

Inference

Task

Inference

Visualization 

Recommendation

2 3 4

Show the correlation between budget and rating for Action and Adventure movies that grossed over 100M.

VB DT NN IN NN CC NN IN NNP CC NNP NNS WDT VBD IN CD

(Show), (correlation), (budget), …, (Show correlation), (correlation budget), …, (Action
and Adventure), (Adventure movies gross), …, (Show correlation budget and rating
Action and Adventure movies gross over 100000000)

nmod: between conj: and

nmod: for

conj: and nmod: 
over

nmod: between

POS Tags + Dependency Parse Tree

Tokens and N-grams

nsubj
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{

“attributeMap”: {…},

“taskMap”: {…},

“visList”: […]

}

+
Utterance

1

Query

Parsing

Attribute

Inference

Task

Inference

Visualization 

Recommendation

2 3 4

Show the correlation between
budget and rating for Action
and Adventure movies that
grossed over 100M.

{

“Production Budget”:{

“queryPhrase”: “budget”,

“isAmbiguous”: false,

“inferenceType” : “Explicit”,

“encode” : true

} ,

“Content Rating”:{

“queryPhrase”: “rating”,

“isAmbiguous”: true,

“ambiguity”: [“IMDB Rating”,

“Rotten Tomatoes Rating”] ,

“inferenceType” : “Explicit”,

“encode” : true

},

“IMDB Rating”:{

“queryPhrase”: “rating”,

“isAmbiguous”: true,

“ambiguity”: [“Content Rating”, 

“Rotten Tomatoes Rating”] ,

“inferenceType” : “Explicit”,

“encode” : true

},

“Rotten Tomatoes Rating”:{

“queryPhrase”: “rating”,

“isAmbiguous”: true,

“ambiguity”: [“Content Rating”, 

“IMDB Rating”] ,

“inferenceType” : “Explicit”,

“encode” : true

},

“Worldwide Gross”:{

“queryPhrase”: “grossed”,

“isAmbiguous”: false,

“inferenceType” : “Explicit” ,

“encode” : false

},

“Genre”:{

“queryPhrase”: “Action and 

Adventure”

“isAmbiguous”: false,,

“inferenceType” : “Implicit”,

“encode” : false

}

}74



{

“attributeMap”: {…},

“taskMap”: {…},

“visList”: […]

}

+
Utterance

1

Query

Parsing
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Inference

Task

Inference

Visualization 

Recommendation

2 3 4

Show the correlation between
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and Adventure movies that
grossed over 100M.
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“inferenceType” : “Implicit”,

“encode” : false

}

}75
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}
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{

“attributeMap”: {…},

“taskMap”: {…},

“visList”: […]

}

+
Utterance

1

Query

Parsing

Attribute

Inference

Task

Inference

Visualization 

Recommendation

2 3 4

{

“Production Budget”:{

“queryPhrase”: “budget”,

“isAmbiguous”: false,

“inferenceType” : “Explicit”,

“encode” : true

} ,

“Content Rating”:{

“queryPhrase”: “rating”,

“isAmbiguous”: true,

“ambiguity”: [“IMDB Rating”,

“Rotten Tomatoes Rating”] ,

“inferenceType” : “Explicit”,

“encode” : true

},

“IMDB Rating”:{

“queryPhrase”: “rating”,

“isAmbiguous”: true,

“ambiguity”: [“Content Rating”, 

“Rotten Tomatoes Rating”] ,

“inferenceType” : “Explicit”,

“encode” : true

},

“Rotten Tomatoes Rating”:{

“queryPhrase”: “rating”,

“isAmbiguous”: true,

“ambiguity”: [“Content Rating”, 

“IMDB Rating”] ,

“inferenceType” : “Explicit”,

“encode” : true

},

“Worldwide Gross”:{

“queryPhrase”: “grossed”,

“isAmbiguous”: false,

“inferenceType” : “Explicit” ,

“encode” : false

},

“Genre”:{

“queryPhrase”: “Action and 

Adventure”,

“isAmbiguous”: false,

“inferenceType” : “Implicit”,

“encode” : false

}

}

Show the correlation between
budget and rating for Action
and Adventure movies that
grossed over 100M.
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{

“attributeMap”: {…},

“taskMap”: {…},

“visList”: […]

}

+
Utterance

1

Query

Parsing

Attribute

Inference

Task

Inference

Visualization 

Recommendation

2 3 4

Show the correlation between
budget and rating for Action
and Adventure movies that
grossed over 100M.

{

“Correlation”: [

{

“attributes”: [“Production Budget”,

“IMDB Rating”] ,

“inferenceType”: “Explicit”,

},

{

“attributes”: [“Production Budget”, 

“Content Rating”] ,

“inferenceType”: “Explicit”,

},

{

“attributes”: [“Production Budget”,

“Rotten Tomatoes Rating”] ,

“inferenceType”: “Explicit”,

}

],

“Filter”:[ 

{

“attributes”: [“Major Genre”],

“operator”: “IN”,

“values”: [“Action”, “Adventure”],

“inferenceType”: “Explicit”,

},

{

“attributes”: [“Worldwide Gross”],

“operator”: “GT”,

“values”: [100000000] ,

“inferenceType”: “Explicit”,

}

]

}
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{

“attributeMap”: {…},

“taskMap”: {…},

“visList”: […]

}

+
Utterance

1

Query

Parsing

Attribute

Inference

Task

Inference

Visualization 

Recommendation

2 3 4

Show the correlation between
budget and rating for Action
and Adventure movies that
grossed over 100M.

(Vega-Lite Specs)79



{

“attributeMap”: {…},

“taskMap”: {…},

“visList”: […]

}

+
Utterance

1

Query

Parsing

Attribute

Inference

Task

Inference

Visualization 

Recommendation

2 3 4
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Usage

Python code

1    from nl4dv import NL4DV

2    nl4dv_instance = NL4DV(data_url="movies.csv")

3    response = nl4dv_instance.analyze_query("Show the

relationship between budget and rating for Action

and Adventure movies that grossed over 100M")

4    print(response)



NL-driven Vega-Lite Editor NL-based VIS specification in Jupyter Notebooks
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TVCG '21 (InfoVis  '20)
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How can we bring datavis to tablet computers?

Why just touch?

How can we leverage multimodal interaction to its fullest potential
to support a more fluid and free-form data exploration experience?

Can we provide this natural language capability to other 
visualization developers?

What types of utterances do people naturally use for specifying
data visualizations?
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Arjun Srinivasan Nikhila Nyapathy Bongshin Lee Steven M. Drucker

Let's give them examples and see what they state

Show me a 

bar chart of 

sales…

https://nlvcorpus.github.io/



Online Study
1 dataset per session:  cars, movies, product sales
10 visualization per dataset
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Data Collected
102 participants (76 full sessions; 26 partial)
893 utterances (Cars: 332, Movies: 290, Superstore: 271)

89 (avg.)
utterances per chart type

9 (avg.)
words per utterance
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Utterance Characterization

• Draw a line chart of daily sales forecasts

• Show me a bar graph of the profit for each region > Make the bars 

stacked with the ship status

• Please show me a histogram of weights with 500 intervals.

• Cylinders average mpg

• Count by origin

• mpg vs displacement > as scatter chart

• How much do various cars weigh?

• What is our profit based on shipping mode by customer segment?

• How does displacement relate to fuel economy for cars from 

Europe v. USA?

WHAT information do utterances contain?

• Attributes

• Chart Type & Encodings

• Aggregations

• Design

HOW are utterances phrased?

• Commands
• Queries
• Questions

90
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CHI '21
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Arjun's PhD thesis
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How can we bring datavis to tablet computers?

Why just touch?

How can we leverage multimodal interaction to its fullest potential
to support a more fluid and free-form data exploration experience?

Can we provide this natural language capability to other 
visualization developers?

What types of utterances do people naturally use for specifying
data visualizations?



Take Aways
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Take Aways
Visualization isn't all about representation – Interaction is crucial
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Take Aways
Visualization isn't all about representation – Interaction is crucial

Design for flexible and natural multimodal interaction on new devices
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Take Aways
Visualization isn't all about representation – Interaction is crucial

Design for flexible and natural multimodal interaction on new devices
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Thanks for your attention!
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